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Introducing the world’s smallest AIS MOB
Personal Locator Beacon with integrated DSC
– the RescueMe MOB1 from Ocean Signal.
The best chance of rapid rescue if you fall
overboard comes from your own vessel. Your
crew needs to be immediately aware of the
incident and keep track of your position whilst
recovery is carried out. Even in the most
moderate of seas it is alarming how quickly a
visual sighting of a man overboard can be lost.
The RescueMe MOB1 is compatible with most inflatable lifejackets,
simply clipping onto the oral inflation tube and activated by a wraparound pull lanyard that triggers the arming cover and releases the
antenna as soon as your lifejacket inflates, sending the first alert within
15 seconds.

$2,950

OCEAN SAFETY Heaving
Line C/W Quoit

High performance racing demands
high performance kit. Kit that
helps you move. Helps you
breathe. Helps you deliver.
The KB1 is engineered to
perform. Tough. Versatile.
Lightweight. Waterproof.
Everything you need to
win – not just compete.

$2,528

NEW KRU ELITE 195: Ocean Safety reveals advanced
cutting-edge lifejacket
Ocean Safety Kru Elite 195 is pushing back the boundaries of
performance and comfort by breaking away from traditional lifejacket
styles. The Kru Elite 195’s tailored shape means there’s no unfolding or
arranging to do in the heat of the moment. The tailored ‘3D’ profile is
formed to instantly fit, and there is a quick burst zip to make inflation
extra-fast when needed. The Elite 195 features an easy donning
front zip, pocket and viewing window for the
Pro Sensor firing head, sprayhood, twin
harness loops for line attachment and
an integral crotch strap and simple waist
belt adjustment.
The sprung airmesh comfort collar
and foam-lined base layer add to the
comfortable and minimalist experience.
Yet once it is inflated the Elite turns
into an exceptionally high performing
lifesaver with 195N of buoyancy giving
rugged support.

Quoit with 30m of line.

$398

SCHAEFER Ball Grip Winch Handle Forged Aluminium 10”

$2,246 to $2,994

Handle Delrin Ball Top, Arm Length 10.0” Standard (254 mm), Weight
1.0 lb. (0.45 kg)

$848

TimeStick
TimeStick will be your favourite timer. Hang it from your neck, slip it
in a pocket or mount it to a magnetic surface. Directly set your time,
with one hand, on the Splash-proof numeric keypad. Operation has
been made as simple as can be. After your first use, throw away the
instructions. The count-down bar graph gives you a
quick indicator of remaining time. When a countdown alarm sounds, the count-up timer starts so
you will see how much time elapses after your alarm.
The clock is settable in 12-hour or 24-hour formats.
After one minute of sounding an alarm TimeStick will
then go silent for 30 seconds, then sound again for 5
seconds. It will repeat this until the unit is silenced
by a button push.

$225

Marine

Ocean Signal Rescue ME MOB1

GILL KB1 RACER JACKET

WICHARD Softlink Soft Shackle 3-5mm
SoftLink is a soft shackle developed by Wichard
for recreational sailors looking for performance
and ease of use. Thanks to its stainless steel
connector, SoftLink can be used without any
particular knowledge of ropework. It can be
fitted and removed with ease, even under
tension. SoftLink easily replaces all types
of shackles and snap hooks while offering
lightness, strength and, therefore, great
performance. Even if the loop has to be changed,
the stainless steel connector can be re-used.

$169 to $264

Call David in the Ship Shop on

2239 0336

or email shipshop@rhkyc.org.hk
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